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A B S T R A C T

Applying nanofluids with modification in the structure have engrossed in fluid mechanics. This utilization has
demonstrated significant enhancement in heat exchangers performance. In this work, a double pipe heat ex-
changer with loaded Al2O3-TiO2 hybrid nanofluid in turbulent flow regimes is studied and evaluated through
exergy analysis. Praised equations are employed to verify the resulted information. In order to obtain the exergy
efficiency of the nanofluid-loaded double pipe heat exchanger a complete factorial experimental design ap-
proach was employed. Nanofluid concentration in the range of 0.2 to 1.5, Reynolds number from 3000 to 12000,
and twist ratio between 2 to 8 are considered as the test's variables. Statistical analysis including the Student’s t-
test, variance analysis, F-test, and lack of fit is performed to determine the most significant parameters on the
exergy efficiency. It is concluded that applying nanocomposites and twisted tapes boost up the exergy efficiency
in comparison to utilizing conventional water as a heat transfer fluid. Moreover, raising the nanoparticles vo-
lume concentration and the Reynolds number, simultaneous to decreasing the twist ratio can result in higher
exergy efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION

Utilizing nanofluids and twisted tapes considered widely in some
industrial equipment like heat exchangers. This method demonstrated
to have a great impact on boosting the heat transfer rate in the heat
exchangers. Thermal and effective heat transfer parameters including
thermal conductivity coefficient [1–3], viscosity [4–6], electrical con-
ductivity [7, 8], density [9], heat transfer coefficient [10–12], Nusselt
number [13–16], friction factor [17, 18], and heat transfer efficiency
[19–21], are discussed in many publications. The rapid increase in
energy consumption illustrated and highlighted the importance of en-
ergy saving issue and resulted in to revise and reform in design and
construction of the heat transfer associated processes. To supply the
growing amount of required energy, critical considerations should be
perceived to perform strategies such as boosting the heat transfer
coefficient and/or expanding heat transfer surface area in both heat
transfer directions (either cold or hot side) in the heat exchangers to
meet the energy saving goal [22, 23]. Currently, passive enhancement

techniques, which any external power is not directly needed, have
considered as a thriving pathway to meet the desired heat transfer rate
improvement. The passive presented approaches are consists of surface
coating, extending or make rough the associated heat transfer surfaces,
make hybridized the heat transfer fluid with some other materials such
as nanoparticles, generate turbulence flow and swirl/vortex (through
utilizing twisted tape, snail entrance, tangential inlet nozzle, and helical
screwtape) [24, 25]. From the above mentioned passive techniques,
twisted tape and nanofluid are regarded as the most convenient path to
enhance the thermal behavior of the heat exchangers. They have some
beneficial advantages over other techniques that clearly boost up the
heat transfer performance such as large relative surface area, increasing
the heat conduction, outstanding stability and decreasing the possibility
of clogging, the evolution of a swirling flow and augmenting the tur-
bulence intensity near to the tube wall. Several numerical studies were
carried out with this aim to enhance the heat transfer rate by utilizing
twisted tape insertion and applying nanofluid. The comprehensive
specification of modifying the heat exchanger with twisted tape and
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also employing nanoparticles in the heat transfer fluid can be broadly
found [26]. These characteristics are not discussed here to prevent
unnecessary information. Nevertheless, increasing the friction loss is
unavoidable due to the typical features of passive techniques. The
pumping power is raised up to compensate the friction loss effect, and
this will decrease the performance factor to less than unity at the same
pumping work. Roslan et al. [27] studied nanofluids characteristics and
reported that between viscosity and thermal conductivity, the former is
more influential. Duangthongsuk et al. carried out an investigation and
found that beneficial utilizing of nanofluids cannot be restricted only to
its remarkable intensification on the thermal conductivity [28]. More-
over, greater viscosity amount for the working fluid leads to higher
pressure drop [29]. Twisted tape insertion method is developed to
surmount the friction loss reduction by various revision paths [30, 31].
The proposed method illustrated that utilizing twisted tapes in the
modified design of heat exchangers is merely profitable where the
continuous enhanced swirl flow is available. Most of the early in-
vestigations were focused on utilizing single phase nanoparticle with
the aim of boosting up the thermal conductivity and heat transfer
coefficient of the working fluid in the studied heat exchangers. Re-
cently, employing nano-composite based nanofluids have attracted
various researchers' attention significantly. The definition "Nano-
composite" has been devoted to the fabrication of at least two non-
identical different nanoparticles. Sundar et al. [32] had fabricated
MWCNT-Fe3O4 nanocomposite water-based nanofluid and reported
that this combination resulted in 29% enhancement in thermal con-
ductivity at 0.3% volume concentration under 60 °C. Sundar et al. [33]
synthesized Al2O3–Cu nanocomposite in a water-based nanofluid by
adding Al2O3–Cu nanocomposite powder into Distilled water to
achieve a 0.1% volume concentration homogenous solution. The Au-
thors assessed the effects of applying Al2O3–Cu nanocomposite nano-
fluid of 0.1% volume concentration on the heat transfer rate and re-
ported that under same Reynolds number (Re = 1730), the obtained
Nusselt number was 13.56% more than simple water as a working fluid.

Based on available publications, the researchers mostly con-
centrated on evaluating the effect of applying pure nanofluids over
conventional geometries. Hence, the research team is encouraged to
perform an experiment to analyze the effect of applying a combination
of Alumina and Titania nanoparticles in water as heat transfer fluid in a
conventional double pipe heat exchanger equipped by twisted tape. To
make better the thermal conductivity of the mixture a slight amount of
Al2O3 was combined. Thermo-physical specifications of the employed
nanofluids. Thermo-physical specifications of combined nanofluids
such as viscosity and thermal conductivity were employed from ex-
perimental measurements. The influence of nanofluid concentration
and flow rate were simultaneous with twisted tape ratio evaluated
based on a two-level factorial methodology over a double pipe heat
exchanger to assess heat transfer rate and exergetic performance. A
two-level factorial RSM model is employed in this investigation to settle
a booming strategy for optimization of the design variables of a double
pipe heat exchanger modified with twisted tape insertion and nanofluid
to the heat transfer fluid. This work novelty is based on extracting the
experimental data via presenting a two-level factorial methodology.

2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

2.1. Al2O3/TiO2 nanocomposite synthesis

The synthesis of Al2O3/TiO2 nanoparticles was performed as fol-
lows. First, a certain amount of aluminum isopropanol, isopropyl al-
cohol, and PEG-6000 was dissolved in alcohol (100 mL) and stirred for
4 h by ultrasonication. The AlOOH gel was obtained after complete
hydrolysis. Second, tetra-n butyl titanate and polyethylene glycol were
dissolved in alcohol (100 mL) to synthesize Ti(OH)4 gel and mixed with
the above AlOOH gel. Third, 1.5 wt% of KH-560 and 20 mL ammonia
were added to the mixed gel and kept at 65 oC under continuous

magnetic stirring for 10 h. Fourth, the mixture of AlOOH and Ti(OH)4
gel was put into an autoclave at 220 oC, the pressure of 3.6 MPa and
time of 3 h. Finally, the Al2O3/TiO2 nanocomposites were obtained
until the reactor cooled to room temperature.

Surface morphology and topography of the layers were examined by
scanning electron microscopy (TESCAN, Vega II). X-ray diffraction
(Philips, PW3710) measurements were performed to determine the
phase structure and chemical composition of the fabricated nano-
composite.

2.2. Nanofluid preparation and properties

Nanofluid is produced from two conventional procedures. These
procedures are classified as a single step and two-step procedures. The
nanoparticles were dispersed in a base fluid, followed by an appropriate
mixing, and needed particles stabilization process, to fabricate the de-
sired nanofluid. Stability of nanofluids is obtained through three dif-
ferent typical methods. These stability approaches are: (1) treating the
base fluids with acid (2) adding dispersants, (3) applying ultrasonic
vibration. These procedures are aimed to change the surface char-
acteristics of the system and cover up the resolution in order to attain a
stable mixture. In this investigation, nanoparticles were dispersed in
distilled water and then a continual ultrasonic work was performed by
ultrasonic vibrator (Toshiba, India). This vibrator generate ultrasonic
pulses of 100W at 36±3 kHz for 5 h to prevent nanoparticles ag-
glomeration process before employing as the heat transfer fluid. Adding
any surfactant or dispersant will make changes on the nanofluid
thermo-physical properties. Thus, the system is kept isolated and any
additives were not applied during the fabrication procedure. The vo-
lume concentrations employed in this work were varied from 0.1% to
1.5%. The experiment were done without any sedimentation produc-
tion, either high or low flow rate. The pH values of the suspension was
measured in two steps for all the synthesized nanofluids, before the
tests start and after the tests were done. All fabricated nanofluids pH
values were obtained in the range of 5.62 to 7. This range is far away
from the nanoparticles' isoelectric points (IEP). This established that the
nanoparticles were homogeneously mixed in the base fluid and the
nanofluid had sufficient stability. This stability is achieved when the pH
value is not close to the isoelectric point as a result of the presence of
large repulsion among the nanoparticles. The fabricated nanofluids
density was determined. The stability of the nanofluid mixture was
evaluated by calculating the density of some fabricated nanofluid in
two steps, before and after of performing the experiment. The density
measurements resulted in no remarkable difference. A transmission
electron microscope (TEM) is utilized to monitor the distribution of the
initial nanoparticles. Nanoparticles sedimentation process is not critical
in turbulent flow regime which is resulted higher disintegration of ag-
glomerated particles possibility due to larger imposed shear forces.
Hence, turbulent flow condition were considered in this study in order
to achieving a stable mixture during the experimental investigations.

The main variables for examining the heat transfer values of na-
nofluids are their thermo-physical characteristics. The most challenging
thermo-physical property to measure is thermal conductivity, because
of various errors occurred during its measurement. Pak and Cho de-
veloped proper correlations to calculate the nanofluids density [34]:

= + −ρ φρ φ ρ(1 )nf np bf (1)

The amount of specific heat, Cp was obtained from Xuan and
Roetzel’s [35] correlation:

= + −ρCp φ ρCp φ ρCp( ) ( ) (1 )( )nf np bf (2)

Measurements of the based fluid thermal conductivity and the
fabricated nanofluids was performed by a KD2-Pro thermal property
analyzer (Decagon Devices, USA). The utilized sensor needle KS-1
precision is about 5% in measuring the thermal conductivity of the
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samples from 0.2 to 2 W/m K. Therefore, both available associated
standards including ASTM D5334 and IEEE 442-1981 were considered.
After the fabrication process, and specifically after performing ultra-
sonic work on the synthesized suspension, the resulted mixture tem-
perature should be cool down to room temperature. Moreover, the KS-1
sensor should be kept out of any vibrations since any turbulence and
movement in the inserted needle can cause significant errors in the
thermal conductivity measurement procedure. Glycerol was used to
calibrate the device and the resulted measurement was 0.280 W/m K
which is significantly close to the reported number in other publications
(0.285 W/m K). To assure that the fabricated samples were at thermal
equilibrium, each specimen was measured for 10 times.

The thermal conductivity measurement process was performed for
both the base fluid and the hybrid fabricated nanofluids with various
volume concentrations. The resulted data from thermal conductivity
measurements were analogized with those results computed theoreti-
cally from Bruggeman equation [36]:

= − + − +K φ K φ K K1
4
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Another momentous parameter in thermal system investigation is
the viscosity. The fluid inertia to the flow is illustrated by viscosity.
Thus, the fluid viscosity has a significant influence on the required
pumping work and also the convective heat transfer coefficient. The
viscosity measurements for all the synthesized nanofluids and the base
fluids were carried out by a Rheometer (Anton-Paar, Austria) with a
sample holder. To provide a steady temperature condition during all
measurements a thermostat bath was employed. All the synthesized
samples with different concentration volume and the base fluid were
tested individually and filled to the specimen cup. The viscosity mea-
surement tests were performed at 30°C. The viscosity measurements
have not been saved until the system comes to its steady state defined
status. The viscosity measurements were redone 3 times for all the
samples at different temperature condition and volume concentration.
The utilized viscosity value is actually the average of these 3 mea-
surements. The Sharma et al. [37] correlations were used to compare
and evaluate the precision of the experimental results and also to va-
lidate the resulted information with an authenticated values. The re-
sulted experimental data were not completely valid. It is merely valid
for particle concentration range less than 4% (φ < 4%), fluid tem-
perature lower than 70 °C, and for particle diameter smaller than 170
nm (dnp<170 nm). The following mathematical models are affordable
to compute the metal or metal oxide nanofluids in spherical geometry
and also water in an acceptable range:

= = + + +− −μ μ /μ (1 φ/100) (1 T /70) (1 d /170)r nf bf
11.3

nf
0.038

np
0.061

2.3. Twisted tapes

Aluminum sheet was employed to fabricate the twisted tapes. The
twisted tape thickness (d), width (w) and length (l) dimensions are 0.8
mm, 20 mm, and 800 mm respectively. The 0.8 mm thickness was
opted to prevent undesired friction in the system that might take place
in thicker twisted tape designs. In the study, the twisted tapes with
various twist ratios, y/W, were separately fitted into the tube. To fab-
ricate the twisted tapes with twist ratios (TR=y/W) in the range of 2-8
were made out of straight aluminum tapes. The straight tapes were
fabricated through a 180° rotation with twist lengths (y) of 6-320. The
tapes geometry is fully explained in Fig. 1.

2.4. The Experimental Process

The experimental study was performed on the demonstrated

framework in Fig. 2 with this goal to assess the influence of loading
nanofluid in a heat exchanger and specify its heat transfer behavior.
The designed experimental framework includes equipment such as a
test section, receiving as a storage device for heat transfer fluids,
heating and cooling system, temperature, flow meter, Rota-meter,
pressure gauge collection and a data logger. Variable speed pumps with
compatible capacity were employed to circulate the heat transfer fluids.
A horizontal double pipe heat exchanger of 1.5 m with counterflow
path consists the test section. The hot nanofluids were loaded to the
inside tube, while the cooling water was directly applied in the space
between pipes. The used double pipe heat exchanger had following
specifications: internal tube was fabricated by smooth copper with 10.2
mm thickness, the secondary pipe material is stainless steel, and the
nominal diameter for internal tube and the secondary tube are 60.2 mm
and 80.2 mm, respectively. Plastic tubes were used as thermal insula-
tion of this section with this aim to reduce the heat losses to sur-
roundings to the lowest possible amount. The temperature variation
distribution was obtained by placing 10 T-type thermocouples with
0.1 °C accuracy with an equal spacing alongside of the internal pipe
wall. It should be noted that all of the thermocouples must be calibrated
before locating in the defined place. Calibrated RTD's were employed to
measure the temperature of the fluids at inlet and outlet openings. The
utilized data acquisition unit saved all the measured temperature data.
A magnetic flow meter were located at the test section entry to measure
the nanofluid flow rate.

It should be noted that it is crucial to monitor the temperature,
volumetric flow rates and pressure drop across the section at steady
state conditions for each time the experiment is performed. Two 50 lit
stainless still storage tanks were provided to collect the used fluids of
the experiment. A 4.5 kW cooler tank was employed to attain water
temperature at a constant value. This objective is achieved by utilizing
a thermostat in the cooler tank. Faster steady state conditions will be
attained by thermostat provisioning. The inlet water temperature and
the water flow rate were kept around 25 °C and 500 lit/h, respectively.
A 4 kW electronic heater, analogously to the cooler tank, with a ther-
mostat, was provided to bring the constant temperature of 40 ͦC for the
flowing nanofluid. Hot nanofluid was loaded from the fluid tank to the
internal twisted tape fitted pipe at different Reynolds number ranges
from 5000 to 21000. The data were logged after 20-30 minutes from the
beginning of each test to assure that steady state condition is governing.
This period is depended on Reynolds number and twisted tapes.

After putting together all the required experimental equipment, the
working fluid was applied to the reservoir tanks. First tests were per-
formed in order to validate the system performance. These experiments
have performed with water and fabricated nanofluid, and also with and
without the presence of the designed twisted tapes.

2.5. Data reduction

In this investigation, the nanoparticles were added to the water base
fluid with different volume concentrations in the range of 0.3-1.5. The
heating water gave its thermal energy to the nanofluid during the ex-
perimental test. Equation (5) is used to calculate the heat transfer rate
from the heat transfer fluid:

= −Q m CP T Ṫ ( )w w w out in w (5)

The heat transfer rate into the cooling nanofluid was obtained by
utilizing Eq. (6):

Fig. 1. Geometries of typical Twisted Tape
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= −Q m CP T Ṫ ( )nf nf nf out in nf (6)

In above equation, equation (6), Qnf denotes the heat transfer rate of
the nanofluid and ṁnf represents the mass flow rate of the nanofluid. In
the present investigation, the received heat amount was calculated to
be 1% lower than the provided heat by the hot water. This difference
can be related to the heat loss occurred along the test section through
convection or radiation heat transfer mechanisms. So, the average heat
transfer rate can be calculated:

=
+

Q
Q Q

2ave
w nf

(7)

The average heat transfer coefficient and also the nanofluid mean
Nusselt number can be calculated through equations (8) and (9) by
applying the measured experimental data:

=
−

h
q

T Tnf
ave

wall b nf, (8)

=Nu
D h

Knf
h nf

nf (9)

Where Dh denotes the channel equal hydraulic diameter, Twall re-
presents the mean temperatures of the pipe wall surface measured by
10 thermocouples located alongside of the inlet and outlet of the test
tube.

∑=T T
10wall
wall

(10)

In which Twall is the local wall temperature.
Tb, nf is mean bulk nanofluid temperature:

= +T T T
2b nf

in out
, (11)

Reynolds number was calculated on the basis of the flow rate. This
number can be useful to interpret the flow regime which is laminar,
Turbulence or mixed. Equation (12) is used to calculate the Reynolds

Fig. 2. The experimental set-up framework
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number at the inlet opening of the test tube for a Newtonian fluid:

=Re
ρ u d

μnf
nf nf i

nf (12)

The nanofluid Prandtl number is defined as:

=Pr
μ CP

knf
nf nf

nf (13)

Friction factor can be calculated by the following equation:
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Here, fnf denotes the nanofluid friction factor, ΔPnf represents the
nanofluid measured pressure drop, and L is the tube length.

In case of having two different types of working fluid, the exergy
heat losses are calculated through following equations. The wasted heat
to the surroundings was remarked negligible. Therefore, for an open
steady state system, the exergy loss can be obtained as follows:

= +E E Eh c (15)

The exergy changes for the two fluids are obtained by employing Eq.
(16) for a hot fluid (i.e. water) and cold fluid (i.e. nanofluids):
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The heat transfer effectiveness in terms of exergy is obtained as
follows:
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2.6. Design of Experiments (DOE)

It is crucial to maintaining the resources in the proper condition to
make the resulted experimental data beneficial and the performed
analysis concluded utilizable information. The reported objectives for-
mulation can be obviously beneficial when enough attention was paid
to the gained results. Number of made trials and experiment conditions
are those items which are significantly important in the design of ex-
periments (DOE). DOE is defined as presenting an experimental pro-
tocol based on the input variables. A conventional procedure in DOE is
to firstly, define a typical standard reference experiment and then the
new experiments are carried out.

A factorial design is employed to decrease the number of required
experiments to reach the best possible overall system optimization
condition. In addition to experiments number, it was applied to mini-
mize time, total process cost, and also to achieve better data from the
system. The experiment design specifies that factors have significant

influences on a response and also how each factor variation affect the
others. The number of tests performs at b levels is bk and k is the factor
number. Currently, the 2p factorial design is broadly applied to any kind
of experimental design, to evaluate main parameters influence as well
as interactional behavior. In this method, the 2p factorial design, all
variable are studied at two levels. The maximum and minimum stated
levels for the 23 factorial designs were collected in Table 2. These
minimum and maximum values were opted based on some primary
tests. Randomization was performed on the experiments' order in which
the tests were carried in order to avoid and decrease the systematic
errors. The Minitab 16 software was employed to analyze the obtain
results and the dominant effects and interactions between factors were
found. The 23 factorial design cubical diagrams with max. and min.
three factors, nanofluid concentration, Re number which represent the
nanofluid flow rate, and also the twist ratio is expressed in Table 1. The
resulted response factor was defined as exergy efficiency.

2.7. Uncertainty analysis

To estimate the errors related to the performed experiments,
Coleman and Steele's model was used to analyze the uncertainty com-
prehensively.

The specific uncertainties associated with each involved instrument
were first assessed to obtain the highest possible error in Reynolds
number, Nusselt number, and friction factor. The highest uncertainties
value related to exergy efficiency, Nusselt number, Re number, and
friction factor were calculated about± 3.2%, 3.15%, 0.2% and 1.15%,
respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Nanocomposite Characterization

The morphology shape of the Al2O3/TiO2 hybrid nanostructures is
illustrated through SEM images in the Fig. 3. It is concluded from the
figure that spherical Al2O3/TiO2 nanocomposites are finely spread.
The laser particle size analyzer was employed to measure the size dis-
tribution of Al2O3/TiO2 nanocomposites. The results expressed that
the average diameter of Al2O3/TiO2 modified nanocomposites with
KH-560 (75 nm) is lesser than 40 nm.

The fabricated nanocomposite X-ray diffraction patterns are de-
monstrated in Fig.4. The titania peak indicates largest intensity and
certified that the alumina ratio was more than alumina in the nano-
composite. The intensity peaks (122, 132 and 243) denotes the presence

Table 1
Factors and levels used in the factorial design.

Name Symbol Min Max

Phi A 0.2 1.5
Renf B 3000 12000
TR C 2 8

Fig. 3. SEM image of nanocomposite
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of the orthorhombic crystal structure of alumina with space group
pna21 (33) and cell dimensions a= 4.843 Å, b= 8.330 Å, and c=
8.954 Å (JCPDS card no 88-0107). The intensity peaks (101, 105 and
211) is related to anatase phase including a body-centered tetragonal
crystal structure of titania with space group I41/amd (no. 141) and cell
dimensions a = 3.758 Å and c = 9.513 Å (JCPDS cardno 21-1272).

3.2. Nanofluid stability

The nanofluid stability and the nanoparticles preliminary distribu-
tion can be monitored through a transmission electron microscope
(TEM). It is obviously concluded from Fig. 5 that the nanoparticles
primitive shape is almost spherical with proper nanoparticle dispersion.

The experimental facilities reliability was verified before evaluating
the nanofluids and twisted tapes effects on the nanofluids heat transfer
rate and also on the exergy efficiency. This work was done by per-
forming tests for water and nanoparticle contained water equipped with
twisted tape, comparing the results with the results presented by the
praised models with an identical condition.

3.3. The thermal conductivity of nanofluids

Nanofluid thermal conductivity was measured by KD2 at 35 ͦC and
different particle volume concentrations under the steady state with
this aim to validate the resulted experimental outcomes. Fig. 6 illu-
strated the experimental data from this investigation and also the ob-
tained values from the earlier mentioned Bruggeman model. It is ob-
viously concluded from the figure that results demonstrate an
acceptable agreement with the Bruggeman correlation. It can be seen
that there is a direct relation between nanoparticles volume con-
centration and the nanofluid thermal conductivity.

3.4. The nanofluid viscosity:

The calculated results at various shear rates were compared with
Sharma et al. [37] reported results in order to validate the Anton Paar
equipment to measure the nanofluid viscosity. The measured data were
compared to the available prediction model in Fig. 7. This figure states
that the difference between experimental results and the calculated
values using Sharma et al. [37] results were so small. As it is illustrated
in Fig. 7, the nanofluids viscosity can be raised up by increasing the
nanoparticle volume concentration.

3.5. Validation test with water

The system performance and process reliability were validated by
performing the experiment with empty tubes over the aimed Re number
in turbulent condition with water. The obtained results were compared
to the results calculated from the Dittus and Boelter equation [38] for
water in order to qualify the heat transfer performance and also vali-
date the resulted outcomes. The Dittus and Boelter model is defined
through Eq. (18):

=Nu Re Pr0.04 0.75 0.4 (18)

Fig. 4. XRD pattern of nanocomposite

Fig. 5. TEM image of nanofluid

Fig. 6. Thermal conductivity of the nanofluid at different concentration

Fig. 7. viscosity of the nanofluid at different concentration
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Blasius equation [38] for water was employed to compare the
friction factor:

Blasius correlation:

=f Re0.316 (19)

It is concluded from Figs. 8 and 9 that the experimentally achieved
data demonstrate an acceptable good compatibility at turbulent flow
condition with those resulted value for both Nu and f from the above-
mentioned equations (Eq.18 & Eq.19). It is observed that experimental
data and the values resulted through correlation have a satisfactory
difference of 5% for the Nusselt number and 1% for friction factor in
conventional water testing condition.

3.6. Validation test with twisted tapes:

The designed experiment with twisted tape insertions in a double
pipe heat exchanger is verified through testing the system with con-
ventional water and nanofluid at two various twist ratio and the results
were compared with the available predicting correlations. The results of
this comparison are demonstrated in Fig. 10. Manglik and Bergles [39]
presented a mathematical model for the plain tube equipped with
twisted tapes heat exchangers at turbulent conditions to predict the
Nusselt number and friction factor of a single phase fluid such as water.
Their correlations were employed in this investigation in order to verify
the experimental process.
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As it is shown in Fig. 10, the experimentally measured data had an
acceptable concurrence with obtained data from well-known prediction
model for water. In case of utilizing nanofluid with twisted tapes, the
results are slightly different and experimental values are a bit larger
than the computed values from prediction correlations. The comparison
between the experimental data and the computed values from the
prediction models showed the difference of 3.2% for the Nusselt
number and 7.8% for the friction factor. Raising the Re number resulted
in a significant increase in Nusselt number. This behavior is related to a
stronger turbulence status which resulted in a better fluid mixing
condition. The nusselt number in the tube fitted with twisted tapes, in a
desired constant Re number, was found considerably bigger in com-
parison to the simple plain tube. This occurrence is because of the
thinner boundary layer which was made due to the induction of mul-
tiple swirl flows.

3.7. Exergy Efficiency:

The great significance and associated interactions of the φ, Renf, and
TR were assessed through a complete 23 factorial design, two level for
each factor. Exergy efficiency is defined as the outcome variable in this
investigation. Factorial plots including the major effect and typical
probability plots were utilized to assess the factors which are affected
by applying hybrid nanofluids in the heat transfer fluid. To evaluate the
crucial effects on the resulted exergy efficiency (%), ANOVA and P-

Fig. 8. The experimental data validation for Nusselt number in a plain pipe

Fig. 9. Friction factor validation of simple pipe with water

Fig. 10. Validation of the plain tube with twisted tapes and water : (a) Nusselt
number and (b) friction factor
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value importance levels were employed. Table 2 represents the ob-
tained results including the major and interaction effect, the model
coefficients, computing standard deviation for all coefficients, and also
a probability for the complete 23 factorial designs. It is concluded from
the table that the most influential variables are nanoparticles con-
centration, Re, TR, φ associated effect on Re number, and also the

corresponding effect between TR and Re number. It is demonstrated
through Figs. 11 and 12 that volume concentration and Re have a po-
sitive influence on the resulted exergy efficiency, but the TR affect the
obtained exergy efficiency negatively. The exergy efficiency is raised in
case of increasing the Re number since in higher Re number condition
the entropy generation and also the gradient temperature between the
wall and the bulk are decreased. On the other hand, higher Re number
due to bigger velocity gradient cause a little entropy generation which
resulted in raising the shear stress value at the wall, which caused a
pressure drop.

Exergy efficiency will be raised up by raising the concentration of
the nanoparticles in the range ofφ≤ 1.5%. The increase in exergy ef-
ficiency may be caused by the increased happened in the thermo-
physical properties including the thermal conductivity and the viscosity
as a result of raising the nanoparticles concentration volume. Heat
transfer rate enhanced as a result of the increased happened to the
thermal conductivity. On the other hand, the thicker boundary layer
which decreased in heat transfer rate and also caused higher entropy
generation will be resulted from raising the fluid viscosity. In Overall,
the resulted increase in the heat transfer performance (reduced entropy
generation through raising the thermal conductivity) is dominant over
the viscosity effect which lowered the thermal performance. The in-
crease in exergy efficiency resulted in with an increase of volume
concentration may be caused by affected by other factors (e.g. the

Table 2
The variance analysis for exergy efficiency.

Response 1 Ex. Efficiency

ANOVA for selected factorial model
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III]

Sum of Mean F p-value
Source Squares Df Square Value Prob > F
Model 1855.63 5 371.13 2969 0.0003 Significant
A-phi 136.12 1 136.12 1089 0.0009
B-Renf 1326.12 1 1326.12 10609 < 0.0001
C-TR 351.13 1 351.13 2809 0.0004
AB 21.13 1 21.13 169 0.0059
BC 21.13 1 21.13 169 0.0059
Residual 0.25 2 0.12
Cor Total 1855.88 7

Fig. 11. Effect of single factors on exergetic efficiency
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nanoparticles Brownian motion or the particle migration.)
The twisted tapes effects on heat transfer rate are illustrated through

exergy efficiency in the following figures, Fig. 11 & Fig. 12. The in-
creased in exergy efficiency is related to the insertions of twisted tapes.
The energy exchange rates will be boosted up as a result of irregular
and accidental movement caused by utilizing the twisted tapes. It in-
dicates that thermal dispersion occurs in the nanofluid flow. Improved
fluid dispersion, the occurrence of a valuable fluid mechanics char-
acteristics redevelopment, and also the enhancement in the thermal
boundary conditions is resulted in by intensifying the turbulence status
through twisted tapes insertion, eventually caused higher exergy effi-
ciency. Moreover, utilizing twisted tapes in the heat exchanger brought
larger contact surfaces in the heat transfer area, between wall and fluid.
It is observed that reducing the twist ratio in all the fabricated nano-
fluids, boosted up the exergy efficiency. Higher swirl intensity which
caused better fluid dispersion can be reached by reducing the twist
ratio. Moreover, employing smaller twist ratio resulted in lengthier flow
path and also caused longer flow residence time. However, lengthier
flow path caused lower exergy destruction and irreversibility than ap-
plying higher twisted tape ratios. It should be noted that higher heat
transfer performance is highly influential over the entropy generation
resulted in from larger viscosity value caused by utilizing nanoparticles
in the heat transfer fluid since better heat exchange rate lowered the
irreversibility. It is obvious from the results that employing twisted
tapes had more beneficial effects on the heat transfer rate than applying
nanoparticles in the heat transfer fluid. Finally, it is concluded that
applying twisted tapes and nanofluids simultaneously is more fruitful in

terms of decreasing the exergy destruction and irreversibility values
than utilizing each method by itself. It may resulted from the combi-
national effects of all used methods.

A student's t-test was performed to demonstrate the importance of
the regression coefficients. The confidence level was calculated about
0.95 for all influential effects. Moreover, a resulted square correlation
coefficient R2 (adj) of 0.99 % is greatly fitted to the statistical model. In
overall, the exergy efficiency can be calculated by utilizing Eq. (22):

= + + × − +

− ×

− −

−

Ex Eff φ TR φ
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. . 48.59 2.17 2.99 10 Re 1.3 5.5610 Re

1.20 10 Re

nf nf
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3 4
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Fig.13 shows the predicted values by Eq. and measured by experi-
ments. The figure indicates a very good correlation between predicted
and simulated data (R2.=0.99).

4. Conclusion

This investigation is concentrated on the advantages of passive
techniques utilization in exergy efficiency of a double pipe heat ex-
changer. Here, the major objective is to fabricate useful nanofluids for
loading to a special modification of double pipe heat exchanger and
assess the results through exergy analysis. To obtain the exergy effi-
ciency of the complete factorial model, a sets of experiments are carried
out. Different possible variables and their influences on exergy effi-
ciency and wasted exergy flow are studied. A double pipe heat ex-
changer modified with twisted tapes insertion at twisted tape ration
from 2 to 8 and various nanofluids at different volume concentration

Fig. 12. Effect of factors interaction on exergy efficiency
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(0.2-1.5 %) are fabricated for the experimental investigation. the
Reynolds number were varied from 3000 to 12000 in the experiments.
Variance analysis, F-test, student's t-test, and lack of fit was performed
on the resulted outcomes to specify the major significant process
parameters that have considerable influence on the exergy efficiency. It
is concluded that applying nanofluids and twisted tapes boost up the
exergy efficiency in comparison to utilizing conventional water as a
heat transfer fluid. Moreover, increasing the nanoparticles volume
concentration, uplifting the Reynolds number, reduction in twist ratio,
all together can significantly raise up the exergy efficiency. In addition,
the dispersion and random motions of nanoparticles, especially near the
wall of the tube, leads to an intensification of the momentum exchange
rate between nanoparticles. This momentum exchange brings about
higher axial pressure drop of the flow inside the tube.
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